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1. What is IOM X?WAKA Well?Model underpinning the projectActivitiesResultsThe WAKA Well platformQ&A



C ommunication for  Development (C 4D)
G iving power to those at the center

IO M X applies a C 4D framework to suppor t positive
behaviour change for the prevention of human
trafficking and exploitation.

C 4D is a people-centered process. It means using
communication tools and activities to suppor t and
help create social and behaviour change in a
meaningful and sustained way.

It is about understanding different contexts, and
people’s knowledge, attitudes and practices around a
cer tain issue, to be able to then work with them to
develop empowering and positive messages and
tools.

The IOM X C4D Toolkit was created in 2018 
and has been translated into six languages
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2. C4D is one of the more popular frameworks under the strategic communication umbrella. It uses theories and practices from sociology, psychology, communication and private sector marketing to create solutions to social problems....C4D approach helps ensure that our information dissemination activities are more likely to achieve the desired impact.



The Model
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3. The model involves analysis (KAP studies, research on demographics and media consumption habits, as well as learning from other SBC projects) to better understand a community and its dynamics with a particular issue.Then, a group of young people from that community join IOM (and usually a creative agency), to use the research results to co-design the messages to share with the community about the issue - a call to action to generate the desired behaviour change. The community members are the people who know best - they lead the decisions of message content, channels to use etc.The campaign contents are tested. It is an iterative process, through which feedback is gathered to refine the campaign before a media launch, in which we celebrate the beginning of the campaign along with partners, TV, radio and press.The campaign will run for a month or more - with adverts typically on radio, TV, social media and billboards, depending on the results of the KAP.M&E - endline KAP, stakeholder analysis, KI interviews and analytics.



W AK A W ell - W est Afr ica

Prisana - T hai fishing industr y 

H appy H ome - Malaysia, Singapore and 
T hailand

Somos C olmena - C entral 
America 

Make Migration W ork - Myanmar

Mythbusting - Trafficking for  Sexual 
Exploitation

IO M X  around the world
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4. IOM X started as a four-year project out of the IOM Regional Office for Asia Pacific in October 2014. A number of IOM offices globally have adopted the campaign model, with activities starting at IOM X Belarus in 2015, IOM X Central America in 2018 and IOM X West Africa in 2019.General:Make Migration Work - seeks to encourage aspiring migrants and their families to seek safe migration information before migrating to better protect themselves from exploitation.Somos Colmena in Central America is a campaign that promotes regular and safe migration, as well as human rights and integration of migrants, through accurate, diverse and reliable information.WAKA Well seeks to prevent exploitation by empowering young people in West Africa to make informed migration-related decisions.Specific: Prisana introduces Thai audiences to exploitation and human trafficking in the fishing industry to inform them about the pervasiveness of the issue.Mythbusting is a series of interviews with experts to debunk myths commonly associated with Trafficking for Sexual Exploitation.Happy Home features a series of videos the struggles of migrant domestic workers in Malaysia, Singapore and Thailand. This drama can be used to educate audiences on the experiences and treatment of domestic workers and encourage them to learn, share and take action.
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5. Recent studies show that young people in many African countries do not know where to get accurate information on regular migration procedures. That’s why IOM launched WAKA Well in 2019. The campaign website makes it easier for young people, their families and communities to learn about regular migration procedures, available local opportunities and who to speak to in person. The aim of WAKA Well is to enable young people to make informed decisions about their futures, at home and abroad.This year we are bringing other African countries onto the digital platform WAKAWEll.info.Waka Well is more than a website. It also has a real-life network of young people in  Africa advocating for safe migration.As part of the IOM X project, IOM and youth together produce media content for television, radio, online campaigns and on-the-ground activities promoting safe and regular migration within their communities.



C ampaign content
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6. WAKA Well Phase 3 is active in The Gambia, Ghana and Nigeria. Link to example: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AfnLo48kkYM 



K nowledge, 
Attitudes and 
Practices

(K AP) Studies 



+17 +31

IO M X  campaign to prevent trafficking 
and exploitation in the fishing industr y

shift in knowledge shift in attitudes

+5
shift in intended behaviour

IO M X  Asia Final Report (2018)



Increased knowledge about 
migration processes and local 

oppor tunities

+22

IOM X Nigeria KAP Study (2022)

people know where to 
find information on 

safe migration

+25
people know where to 

find information on 
local opportunites

76
people know where to 

get a passport
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9. 18-40% people know where to find information on safe migration in intervention areas (22%) but there was also a 28% increase in control area, although it remains lower (36%).14-39% people know where to find information on local opportunities in intervention areas (25%) but there was also a 28% increase in control area, although it remains lower (37%).People who know where to get a passport increased during the campaign by 21% in the intervention area, compared to the control area, where it decreased 23% to 12%.Attitudes - very similar between control and intervention areas.Practices - higher scores for intervention area compared to control area but there were decreases across the board between baseline and endline.Overall KAP in Nigeria increased 0.03%



Increased knowledge about 
migration processes

IOM X The Gambia KAP Study (2022)

Men know a visa is 
not required for 

W est African 
countries

+5
W omen know about 
the cost of irregular 

migration 

+9
women claim to have 
enough information 
about safe migration

+25
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10. 2021-22



-30
C hanged attitudes about travel 

documents

knowledge about where to find 
accurate migration information

"it's not worth the cost and time 
to get a proper passport"

+8

IO M X  Guinea K AP Study (2019)
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11. IMPROVED ATTITUDES IN GUINEA



Improved attitudes about local 
oppor tunities

IOM X The Gambia KAP Study (2022)

Believe migration is 
not the only way to 

improve one’s life

+9
W omen believe that 

local opportunities can 
be found

+7
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12. women more optimistic than men.Belief that opp exist but dont feel informed of them



Different intended behaviours

IOM X The Gambia KAP Study (2022)

W omen claim to have 
enough information 
about safe migration

+25
W omen unlikely to 
attempt migrating 

without a visa

93
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13. The KAP score, which measures the overall Knowledge, Attitudes, and Practices of the target population towards safe migration  shifted slightly from 0.72 (baseline) to 0.71 after the campaign. Overall, the only positive change was recorded on the practice (+0.01) dimension. More work is needed for the campaign to positively impact the targeted population's attitudes, practices, and knowledge. Apart from the knowledge dimension, the positive effects on the female population were larger than the ones observed among the males, suggesting that the campaign was more effective with women than men. 



Limitations and Lessons

16% said the video was relevant
to them.
12% said they would encourage
others to watch the video...

W hy so low?

IO M X  contracted a Manila-based 
creative agency to produce the 
video, as it was difficult to find 
one in Maguindanao. 

T he audience had difficulty 
relating to the actors and the 
locations.

K W EN T O N G  O FW : SA K I SI FAT IMA
T his video tells the stor y of Fatima, a young
woman from Maguindanao in the Philippines
who – motivated by family needs – chooses
to leave her  home to work as a domestic
worker  abroad. T he video focuses on her
decision-making process and provides tips
on how to migrate safely.
View: http://tinyurl.com/IO MX SakiSiFatima

Relatability of 
characters.
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14. 'I am Fatima' video that was informed, produced anddisseminated during the IOM X Roadshow in the Maguindanao province in the Philippines.Campaign objective:Encourage the target audience to verify the legitimacy of their recruiter’s license with Philippines Overseas EmploymentAdministration (POEA) before migrating overseas.Some positive results in KAP, however, some disappointing results around the relevance of the video to the women.women living in Maguindanao, aged 18-35, with low levels of education and aspireto migrate abroad for the first time. After watching I am Fatima:• 63% of viewers took at least one step towards the desiredbehaviour change (verifying a recruiter’s license with POEA),indicating that the video has stimulated people to thinkabout the issue and connect with the message on anemotional level.• Knowledge about verifying a recruiter’s license increasedfrom 72% to 86% of respondents.• Negative attitudes about verifying recruiter’s decreased from24% to 13% of respondents. Unfortunately, positiveattitudes also decreased from 30% to 25% of respondents.• Behavioural intent to verifying a recruiter’s license increasedfrom 68% to 75% of respondents



More Limitations and Lessons

W orking with 
influencers

Don't cause 
audience to tune 
out!

Shor t time frames 
limit impact

Relatability 
A uthenticity
Mix of communication 
channels over  time is 
best
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15. Use the right influencers: Although the use of famous actors or celebrities in onlineawareness raising campaigns can help to increase viewership and raise much neededattention around important issues, this can also pose risks to the campaign and to theorganization if the behaviour and actions of the individuals are not aligned with thevalues of the organization. For example, through research commissioned by IOM X, itwas found out that youth in Thailand are less inspired by mainstream celebrities as rolemodels than they used to be. They are increasingly looking to new ‘influencers’ as trustworthyrole models. Other factors that must be considered when engaging ‘high profile celebrities’is the high resource investment (both time and financial). Careful consideration shouldbe made as to whether or not it makes sense.Don’t cause workers to tune out: In designing IOM X content for aspirantmigrants it was made clear through consultations that aspirant workers werewell aware of pervasive exploitation in the fishing industry. For this reason, fewof them were voluntarily migrating to become fishers. That said, despitechoosing to migrate with brokers who promised opportunities in the agriculturalor construction sectors, many still ended up in the fishing sector. For thisreason, the IOM X Know Before You Go video never references the fishingsector explicitly so as not to cause workers to tune out or to stop watchingbecause they felt it was not relevant to them as they had no intent to work inthe fishing sector.IOM X West Africa - campaigns only aired for a short period before being assessed - limited chance to be exposed to campaign before endline.



www.wakawell.info
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16. The digital platformprocess of building - consultants mapping informationverification of info



VISIT O R S

85 K
SESSIO N S PAG E VISIT S

103 K 165 K

W ebsite Analytics
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17. INCREASINGLY POPULAR
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18. over 80% of users access on mobile phones
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19. Offline brochures



Engagement with local 
authorities

Bangladesh
Consultative approach with 
government led to increased 
institutional capacity to vet 
visas.

Myanmar
Government had vested interest 
in engaging and supporting the 
campaign's dissemination as 
Myanmar was 'Tier 2' T IP

N igeria
N ational Agency for Prohibition 

of Trafficking in Persons is 
engaged in community 

consultations.
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20.Nigeria - NAPTIP part of community consultationsAsia - more engagement with authorities because they require sign off on all processes.Myanmar - govt mutually beneficial arrangement of lots of airtime because they were tier 2 TIP, so wanted to show work they were doing against TIP.Bangladesh - also strong gvt partners -different isuues -  overseas recruitment agencies giving wrong visa type. Communicating regularly meant that when the challenge was raised by IOM X of limited local government capacity to vet visas, the authorities were quick to respond and increase capacity so that campaign could function.Phillipines - different isuues - validity of overseas recruitment agencies. Gvt agency focused on that.Challenges - Thailand - regulation of fishing industry and exploitation of (Cambodian) workers is a sensitive issue. Gvt had vested interest in showing that action was being taken.More complex review process for campaign materials.



T hank you!
Q uestions?
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